Base Map
Areas, Cont.
Resid. Tenements
Chinatown
Shopping Area
North End
Office District

Drawn Map
Resid. Tenements
Chinatown
Shopping Area
North End
Office District
Small shopping area
West End

Back Bay Station Area
Shoe & Clothing District
Business District
Grocery Area
Syrian
Factory
Park. Sq. Area
Scollay Area.
Office, advertising

OPEN SPACES
Scollay
Haymarket
PARK (So. End)
BLACKSTONE Park
Union Park
Copley Sq.
In general, Toulis’ Drawn Map is very accurate and flaws come most often from omission rather than entanglement of too many confused details. In the B.B. section she has all the alphabet sts. plus a non-existent i (I) street. The long sts. however run only from Arlington to Clarendon or Berkley w/ the exception of Beacon which runs its full length from Mass. to Tremont. This is also true of the base map except that here her alphabet sts go only thro D. The long sts run from Arlington to Dartmouth & Newbury is omitted.

On drawn map, the omission of the B & A. R.R. yard throws off her connection bet. B.B. & So. End. Rutland & W. Springfield start from Boylston straight thro to Washington, rather than from St. Botolph’s. Several other parallel unnamed sts. suffer from this omission. Arl, Berk, & Dartmouth are accurate. On the base map this connecting area between B.B. & So. End is omitted.

On drawn map, Tremont, Shawmut & Washington accurately carried out with the cross sts. The base map offers less detail where the
drawn map has more & more where it doesn’t.

Beacon Hill is similar on the two maps, but the drawn has a bit more street detail.

The closure of Cambridge & Tremont marks the east boundary of Toulis’ detail on drawn map. On base map, the North Church trip makes her detail Hanover, Sudbury, Salem, etc.

The drawn map offers accurate & more detailed information of the downtown area. So. Station and Atlantic Avenue are not in their proper relationship however. Otherwise, the downtown & So. End go together well as do the relationship of the individual stts. within the downtown area.